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Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morissey-Berru

Last month, in
,[1] the
United States Supreme Court decided two Catholic schools were exempt
from employment discrimination claims from teachers they had
terminated. This decision was a follow-up to the 2012
decision, in which the court recognized the “ministerial exemption” — a
judicial doctrine that exempts religious institutions from employment
discrimination claims by ministers.[2]
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One of the teachers in
asserted age discrimination when she
was replaced by a younger teacher. The other asserted disability
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discrimination when she was discharged after requesting a leave of
absence to receive treatment for breast cancer. The Court, in an opinion
by Justice Alito, held that the ministerial exemption applied because the teachers performed “vital religious duties,”
such as leading their classes in prayer, attending mass with their classes, and teaching religion, alongside other
secular classes.
A free exercise decision?
But one puzzling thing about this case, if we are to think of it as a free exercise case, is that neither school claimed
that it had discharged the teacher as an exercise of its religious beliefs. Instead, they both schools claimed that their
decision was due to poor performance: difficulty in administering a new literacy program in one case, and failure to

observe planned curriculum and keep classroom order in the other. How does a special dispensation to engage in
employment discrimination, even when it is undisputed that there is no religious reason for doing so, advance the
free exercise of religion?



The answer is that the ministerial exemption is not just a free exercise doctrine. It is instead an extension of the
church autonomy doctrine, an ancient common-law doctrine that has more to do with the proper limits of judicial
power than with the free exercise of religion per se.
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The church autonomy doctrine
Under the church autonomy doctrine — sometimes called the ecclesiastical abstention doctrine, or more commonly,
the religious question doctrine — internal church decisions such as decisions on matters of church teaching or
selection of ministers, are unreviewable by common law courts.[3]
The doctrine has its origins in medieval England, when the division between ecclesiastical courts and common law
courts meant that common law courts deferred to the decisions of church courts on matters within their jurisdiction.
[4] The Supreme Court first applied it in
, one of many church property cases that arose during the
Civil War. In
, a Presbyterian church in Louisville, Kentucky, split into pro-slavery and anti-slavery factions,
with both factions claiming to be the original church and therefore the owner of church property. The Court held
that courts had no power to decide the disputed religious questions and that they had to defer to the decisions of
church authorities.[5]
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The Court applied the doctrine as a matter of pre-Erie general federal common law. But in the 20th century, the
Court began to recast the doctrine as a principle of constitutional law under the First Amendment.[6] (One
important consequence of this doctrine having been remade as a constitutional rule is that the ministerial exemption

applies not only to federal antidiscrimination statutes, but to state antidiscrimination statutes as well, like New
York’s Human Rights Law.[7])
As a result, the Supreme Court today continues to describe the church autonomy doctrine as a free exercise



doctrine. But when the Supreme Court reaffirms that the ministerial exemption applies even when there is no
religious reason for the employment decision at issue, that suggests that free exercise is at best an incomplete
explanation for the ministerial exemption.[8]
The ministerial exemption is therefore best thought of not purely as a free exercise doctrine, but as an extension of
the common-law church autonomy doctrine. The issue is not that firing a teacher from a religious school is always
an exercise of religion. The issue is, rather, more akin to a jurisdictional concern that such an employment decision
is “the church’s alone,”[9] because reviewing it is outside of the proper exercise of judicial power to begin with.

Jared Cook is an associate at Adams Leclair LLP, a litigation law firm based in Rochester, New York and focused on
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